Combined condensation of neutral and charged pions at high-density neutron matter is studied in an approach based on the chiral symmetry. Energy density in the combined ;ro-;rc condensed phase to be considered as most energetically favored is derived in a realistic calculation, where we take into account the isobar L1 (1232) degrees of freedom, baryon-baryon short-range correlations described in terms of the Landau-Migdal parameter g', and form factors in the ;r-baryon vertex. Characteristic features of this phase are discussed in comparison with those of the pure ;ro or the pure ;rC condensation .. The combined ;ro_;rc condensed phase sets in at baryon density (3~5) times the nuclear density po depending on g' after the appearance of the pure ;rc condensed phase. § 1. Introduction
Recent progress in the observations of neutron star phenomena has been revealing many characteristic aspects of neutron stars and stimulating a strong interest on the phenomena such as cooling behavior 1 ),2) glitches,3) and the X-ray4),5) and y-ray bursts.
)
Accumulated data have provided us with the information on the equation of state (EOS)4) and thermal properties of neutron star matter, and seem to suggest some phase transitions at high density. First of all, pion condensation is very important and interesting among possible phase transitions, since as a result of the investigations from various points of view its phase transition has been shown to occur at the density p«2~3)po (Po=0.17 fm-3 being the nuclear density).7)- 21) Two kinds of pion condensations have been preferentially studied hitherto among various possibilities; the neutral pion (7[0) one*) with the standing-wave type and the charged pion (7[C) one with the running-wave type. The 7[0 condensation affects neutron star phenomena mainly through the drastic change of baryon-state function due to the phase transition and the effect of softening EOS at high densities: It brings about a liquid-crystal like structure of baryonic systems called the Alt.ernating-LayerSpin (ALS) structure with a specific spin-isospin order. On the other hand, the charged pion (7[C) condensation has little effects on the EOS, while it enhances the neutrino emissivity by causing the extra cooling mechanism (the quasi-particle UReA process) and consequently accelerates the cooling of neutron stars. 14 ),22) These features of pion condensations bear important implication in the light of current observations of neutron stars.
Although the density regions of the 7 [0 and 7[c condensations have been shown to be overlapping, they have been mostly discussed independently and only few papers *) As for ;ro condensation, its implication has been also studied in connection with precritical phenomena in finite nuclei.
have been published on their coexistence yet. 13 ), 14) Prior to our work, Tamiya and Tamagaki first suggested the possibility of their coexistence through comparison of energies calculated in a simple model with use of the n-nucleon p-wave interaction only.13) Following their idea, one of the authors (T.T.) studied this coexistence problem in the chiral symmetry approach. 14 ),*)
The picture of the CPC adopted in these papers is shortly described as follows; the nO condensation first develops in one dimension along the condensed momentum of nO field, and the nCcondensation with the condensed momentum perpendicular to that of the nO occurs in the remaining two dimensional plane without serious interference. We also adopt here the same viewpoint of coexistent nO and nCcondensations as these.
In this paper, we fully study the coexistence of nO and n C condensations in a realistic situation beyond the simple model by taking into account the isobar L1 (1232) degrees of freedom, baryon-baryon short-range correlations described in terms of the Landau-Migdal parameter gr, and form factors in the n-baryon vertex.
Our formulation is based on the chiral symmetry approach 10 )-12),14) and the constituent quark model. Its original form has been already presented by one of the authors (T.T.)12) in the context of the pure n C condensation. One of the advantages in this formalism is to make it possible to calculate the ground state energy to extract the EOS governed by strong interaction and the neutrino emissivity due to weak interaction under this phase, systematically on the basis of the chiral symmetry. Another advantage is that we can easily involve the above-mentioned realistic effects. Especially we can treat nucleons and isobars in a unified fashion owing to the use of . the constituent quark model. This paper is the first in a series of our papers concerning the coexistence of nO and n C condensations and its influence on the neutron star phenomena in a realistic situation. It is arranged as follows. In § 2, we present our formalism to calculate the ground state energy. Numerical results and consequently the EOS of the CPC phase are given in § 3. There is also given the EOS for the pure nO condensation separately in the same framework, which has not been studied realistically within the chiral symmetry approach yet. Section 4 is devoted to summary and concluding remarks. § 2. Formalism
The effective Hamiltonian
Here we briefly survey our procedure to study the CPC phase. Within the framework based on the chiral symmetry, the pion condensed states IP.C) are generally constructed by operating a unitary operator D on the normal state INormal>,
with *) Shortly we denote this as the combined ;ro_;rc condensation and abbreviate it to CPC.
(2"2)
where f Vo d 3 x and f AOd 3 x are the generators of the chiral symmetry, and the gauge parameters a and /3 are suitably specified in accordance with a type of pion condensed phase under consideration. To describe the CPC phase, we adopt the following product ansatz for the operator 0:
where x, Band qJ are parameters to be specified.*) Then classical pion fields in the CPC phase are followed as (2"6a)
with /,,=93 MeV being the pion decay constant. The effective Hamiltonian j{ eff, where the charge neutrality condition should be taken into account, consists of the two parts, the baryonic one j{~ff and the mesonic one j{f!ff, j{ eff= j{~ff+ j{~f (2"7) with (2"8) where PBC(P/) means a charge density of the baryonic field (the pion field) and fl." is the pion chemical potential. By using Eqs. (2"4)~(2"8), the energy density Cp.c. is given as (2"9) with (2"10a) ) and use the 5U(4) constituent quark modeJ24) in order to treat nucleons and isobars (Ll) in a unified way. Over the densities we consider, p-:S6po, j{~ff can be treated non-relativistically, and is equivalent to the following form in terms of the 5U(4) constituent quark model,
where Tq being the kinetic term of quarks. It is to be noted that we utilize the 5U(4) quark model for each baryonic state and Ir-baryon vertex, and never consider any quark exchange effects between baryons. The fermion nature of baryonic states is taken into account on the level of quasi-nucleons explained later on. The mesonic Hamiltonian density concerning the classical fields can be written, (2·12) with m", being the pion mass. In the following sections we consider only j{'trf in the form Eq. (2 ·12) within the mean-field approximation.
Quasi-baryonic states and model wave/unction 0/ the CPC state
As mentioned in § 1, we consider the following configuration for the CPC phase; the Ir° condensation with one-dimensional order along the z-axis and the Ire one developed in the other 2-dimensional rJ. plane perpendicular to the z-axis. The gauge parameters suitable for this picture are given as
and cp= Asinkoz ,
where kJ. is the momentum of the condensed Ire and A is an amplitude for Ir°, whose condensed momentum is ko=koz, z being the unit vector along the z-axis. 
with N=1+YI 2 +Y2 2 , where
with No=1+x Hl-rf¢±=E±¢± .
The matrix elements in Eq. (2·22) are easily calculated and lead to the following results,
with m being the nucleon mass, and Here we make a minor approximation by putting Yz=O on the following reasoning.
Since the terms proportional to Y2 in Eq. (2 '17) result from the crossed diagram of 7[-N scattering, their contribution to the probability of Ll o and Ll+ states is expected to be much smaller than that from the uncrossed diagram (YI), i.e., IYII~IYzl. Indeed, it has been shown that the probability ratio, PYZ=-N-1yl to Pyl=-N-1YI Z , is very small (;:;;10%) all over the densities of interest in the pure 7[c condensed case.
1Z )
Since each diagonal matrix element in Eq. (2' 24) has z-dependence through a ex coskoz, as given in Eq. (2 '15a), single-particle eigenstates can be written in the form, (2' 26) Then the eigenvalue problem can be seperated into two parts. One is the diagonalization of the matrix Eq. (2'24) in the spin-isospin space (¢±), and the other is to solve the following Schrodinger equation for the space-dependent function ¢±.a(r), (2'27) As is seen from Eq. (2'27), there appears a periodic potential for baryons in the zdirection due to the 7[0 condensation. Therefore, the wavefunction ¢±.ir) with respect to z becomes the Bloch-type, while its rrdependence is still that of the 2-dim. 
where ¢ is the mixing angle defined by
The ground state of the baryonic system is constructed by taking the usual one Fermi-sea approximation in which baryons occupy only the lower-energy quasiparticle states 17J±,a> in Eq. (2'32b), cylindrical,9),15) as is shown in Fig. 1 , because of the large depth of the potential due to the 7[0 condensation.
Introduction of short-range correlations and form factors
In the same way as in Ref. 12), we take into account the baryon-baryon shortrange correlations in the pion channel by introducing the minimal interaction in the usual form, in terms of the constituent quark model. Here g' is the Landau-Migdal parameter. In the Hartree approximation, Eq. (2: 35) is reduced to *) This approximation corresponds to the lowest band one. Strictly speaking, the single particle energy in the lowest band becomes slightly larger than the second-band energy in some densities in our case. However, there appears little difference for the ground state energy and other physical quantities, even if we fill the second band instead of the lowest band approximation.'2C) 26) and their density-dependence is rather small. The values inferred from the analysis of the Gamow-Teller giant resonance in finite nuclei are almost in the same magnitude. However, there still exist some uncertainties, such as the differences among g' NN for nucleon-nucleon particle-hole states, g' N,j for delta-nucleon ones, and g',j,j for delta-delta ones. 27l - 32 ) In the present study, we lay aside this uncertainty, and put g' NN = g' N,j = g',j,j = g'. Letting the universal value of g' have some varieties, we take two typical values 0.5 j2 and 0.6 j2 in this paper. 
Energy expressions and constraints
The energy density of the system is given by using Eqs. (2-9), (2-16) and (2-32a), with and kin=(.
where i.e., r::S15 as is seen from Eq. (2°47), which has been already mentioned in the context of the pure 7[0 condensation and leads to the lowest . harmonics approximation (LHA).9),ll),17HO) In fact, the realistic approach including short-range correlation effects to the 7[0 condensation in the potential model approach has shown that F appears in the above-mentioned region.l7),IS) Under the LHA, Eq. 
It is to be noted that Eq. (2·49) is equivalent to 3e xo -xc /38=0, i.e., the energyextremum condition with respect to 8, while Eq. (2·48) can never be derived from such a condition, since it comes from the local constraint. Finally, the ground state energy is obtained by minimizing eXO-XC(Eq. (2·44)) with respect to parameters ko, x, fJ.x, hand YI under the constraints Eqs. (2·48) and (2·49) and the charge neutrality condition:
~ (1-N-1a3-lcos8cos2¢) Our numerical results show that it is possible to get an appropriate energy minimum which satisfies the self-consistency condition mentioned at the end of § 2, only over the limited density region. For example, in the case g'=0.5P(0.6P), the energy minima disappear for p?;::3.5po(p?;::4.5po), and only the false minima with large r('2> 15) exist beyond the LHA. It also turns out to be clear that the higher-order terms of A in Eqs. (3 ·1) and (3· 4), which are brought about by the self interactions of pions,*) control the global behaviour of the energy density with respect to the parameters A and r in such densities. As a result, the minima relevant to the physically meaningful situation are concealed by being suffered from the large A and r region, and then the self-consistency breaks down. We, however, expect that in a more refined treatment such false minima are clean swept and only the physically meaningful minima with small A and r survive there.
From the above arguments we must draw out physically meaningful minima by suppressing only large A and r effects and recover the self-consistency in our formalism. To this end we apply the following "conditional lowest harmonics approximation" (CLHA). First we rewrite the energy expression Eq. (3'1) by using Eq. (3'4) and successively divide it into two parts,
The first term on the r.h.s.
is the energy per baryon in the CLHA which is obtained by truncating ]o(A) and lr(A) into the lowest order of A,]o(A)~I-A2/4 and lr(A)
~A/2, where ",0 (kO )1
Here To is defined by the following equation, with
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Then the energy expression (3· 7) has essentially the same form as the conventional one taken by Kunihiro and Tamagaki. 17 )
The remaining term 8E"'0 / p contains higher-*) It is to be noted that the exist~nce of such higher· order self interactions and the description of them within the 15 model is somewhat obscure now. 
T. Muta and T. Tatsumi order terms of A than O(A
)
, whose concrete form is not concerned hereafter. We minimize only d~HA/P and finally check up that resultant parameters satisfy the self-consistency condition and the contribution from Oe rro /p is small: Here we put a criterion that Oe rro /d~HA(pot):S 0.1. It is to be noted that this criterion is analogous to the one taken for the LHA.17) As is seen later, the CLHA works well in the density region we consider. We can also find the efficacy of the CLHA in the densities where the full expression Eq. (3 ·1) has the relevant minima satisfying the self-consistency condition. The energy minima which we have got by using the CLHA for such densities are almost the same as those within the full expression, and Oe rro /d~HA(pot) =0.030(0.026) for g'=0.5P(0.6P) at the typical density p=3.5Po(4po) (see Table I ).
In Fig. 2 , we show the energy differences under the CLHA, iJerro/p=d~HA/p-eFG /p as a function of p, where eFdp=3/5EF is the 3-dim. Fermi gas energy. The critical density Pc for the pure 7[0 condensation where iJerro/p=O is Pc~3.0 PoC ~5.2po) for g'=0.5P(0.6P). It is to be noted that pc is strongly dependent on g', since this feature reflects the subtleness of the localization to the short-range correlations. The critical point obtained by Tamiya and Tamagaki based on the reaction matrix theory is somewhat lower than our result; Pc~2pO.19) However, these two results should not be considered as inconsistent with each other within the allowance of g'. Indeed we can get Pc~2po by choosing g'/j2=0. 4 , , 9 '=0.6f2 This discrepancy is due to the circumstance that the deformation of the Fermi surface near the critical point cannot be completely pursued within the ALS model. 15 ),16) We briefly sketch this process between pc and pc: The 7[0 condensation sets in at the lower density Pc, and as density increases, deformation of the Fermi surface proceeds very slowly accompanying the I-dim. localization of the baryonic system. At the higher density near pc, the Fermi surface is well deformed into a cylindrical form, where the ALS structure is well developed (see Table I ). These features 'near pc are qualitatively the same as those of Ref. 19 ) and other works on the ALS structure.9),ll),17)-20)
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Concerning the energy gain LIE"o /p, it increases rapidly with p, and depends strongly on g' (see also Table 1) ). These features are in contrast with the case of the pure 7[c condensation, where the energy gain is moderate with increase of p, and not so strongly dependent on g'. 12) The resultant values of the parameters are listed in Table 1 . The ratio OE"o /d~HA(pot) at each density is also given there. The parameters increase monotonically with p as a whole. Among them, the increase in ko is very moderate, or nearly constant. The LI-mixing probability Px is 9%(13%) for g'=O.5P(O.6P) around p=pc, and 21%(16%) for g'=O.5j2(O.6P) around p=6po. It is also found that the values of A and r are moderately small enough to satisfy the self-consistency condition, and the ratio OErro /c~~HA(pOt) is less than 0.1 over the relevant density region. Thus we can conclude that the CLHA works well.
Combined 7[0_7[c condensation
In the following, we concentrate on the case of the combined 7[0_7[c condensation. We also find that the energy minima, which satisfy the self-consistency condition, do not exist over some densities due to the breaking down effects originating from the 7[0 condensation (see § 3.1). Therefore, we hereafter apply the CLHA in the same spirit as in § 3.1, (3, 14) where rro_rr c / rrO-rrC(k')/ + rro_rr c (
with (3,16)
with n defined by A 21Fo ko (N-1A) -rr2/4r, frr k0 2 cos B + mrr2 1 pe . (3 ,18) As is seen later, the CLHA works well over the relevant densities also iIi this case. In Fig. 3 , we show the energy per baryon in the CPC phase obtained under the CLHA. Results for the pure 7[0 condensed phase given in § 3.1 and the pure 7[c one 12 ) are drawn together there. It is found that the 7[C condensed phase firstly appears at the lower density; Pc rrc ~ 1.5po( ~2.2po) for g'=0.5 1 2 (0.6 1 2 )/2) and later the CPC phase is realized at the higher density. The energy per baryon of the pure 7[0 condensed phase (dashed line) is always higher than that of the pure 7[c condensed phase (dotted line) or the CPC phase (solid line). Thus the pure 7[0 condensed phase can never appear solely over the relevant densities. This is qualitatively different from the case of the SMC, where the 7[c condensation is preceded by the 7[0 one, and the pure 7[c condensed phase does not appear solely there.
),14)
The critical density pc rr"-rr C where the energy difference from the pure 7[c condensed phase gets into zero is, pc rro -rrc ~3.5 poe ~5.5po) for g'=0.51 2 (0.6P). Here we can also see the strong g'-dependence of p/CO_TCC due to the 7[0 condensation as in § 3.1. It is to be noted that Pe TCO -TCC defined in this way is expected to be somewhat larger than that determined with use of the pion Green function on the same reason as that of the pure 7[0 case (see § 3.1).
In Fig. 4 , ilEp.c./P, the energy gain per baryon from the 3 dim. Fermi gas for each pion condensation is given as the function of p. It is to be noted that the simple additivity of the energy gain shown in Refs. 13) and 14), ilE TCO -TCC /p=ilE TCO /p+ ilE TCC /p, does not hold even near the onset density PC TCO -TCC . The repulsive effects coming from the 7[0_7[e interaction considerably reduce the energy gain from the simple sum of those of 7[0 and 7[c condensation. This is another qualitatively different feature from the one in the SMC. 13 ), 14) Main contributions to the repulsive effects come from the net effect of the two terms in Eqs. (3·16) and (3·17),
at p~ PC TCO -TCC , where we keep only the 2nd order of sinBoc ( Thus we find that the sum of (1) and (2) Table II . Due to the 7[0 condensation, the energy gain is large, and grows almost linearly to P_Pe TCO -TCC . We can also find that the energy gain depends sensitively on g' due to the same reason for Pe TCO -TCC .
The resultant values of the parameters and the ratio 8ETCO-TCC/Eg~iiXC(pot) are given in Table II together with those for the minima obtained with the full expression Eq. (2·44) once they satisfy the selfconsistency condition. The values and behaviour of the parameters referring to the 7[0 condensate are not so changed (see Table I ity PYI turn to decrease at a certain density due to the 7[0_7[c interactions. Since the energy gain due to the 7[0 condensation is much larger than that of the 7[c one, the former controls the behaviour of the whole energy gain once the 7 [0 condensation appears at the higher density. Hence, the quantities with respect to the 7[c condensation are gradually suppressed as the density increases beyond pc',o_,,", while those of the 7[0 condensation increase monotonically.
Ll-mixing probability Px =x 2 /(1 +x 2 ) due to the 7[0 condensation is 10% and 19% at p=3.5po and 6.0po, respectively, while P YI is 7% and 4% for the corresponding densities with g'=0.5f2. Thus the former (Px) is somewhat larger than the latter (PyJ over the density region, P"< Pc ,,0 _"c. The same feature also can be seen in the case of §'=0.6f2.
A and r referring to the 7[0 condensation stay in magnitude within the limit of the self-consistency, and the ratio OE"o-"c /d~ii.t(pot) is less than 0.1 over the relevant density region. See Table 1 . It is to be noted that the results on the CLHA reproduce similar values to those given from the full energy expression for such densities where they satisfy the self-consistency. Thus the efficacy of the CLHA is proved to be well over the relevant density region also in this case. It is also to be noted that the region of the pure 7[0 condensation alone never appears are also listed at each density. e is the chiral angle, f.1.rr the chemical potential, k"-the momentum of the condensed 1(c, i5 the spin-isospin density, and Py , the LI-mixing probability. The meaning of other parameters are the same as in Table I . LlErro-rrcjp=Erro-rrcjp_EFoIp and LlP=prro_rrc_po mean the energy and pressure gain, respectively. The numerical values in parentheses are those obtained by minimizing the full energy expression in the same manner as in Table I . The conditional lowest harmonics approximation (CLHA) proposed in this paper has been needed to ensure the selfconsistency among approximations involved in our model and proved to work well at the relevant densities (;S(5~6)po). The importance of the self-consistency is to be emphasized in connection with the 7[0 condensation or even the ALS model.
The results given in this paper provide a foundation of our later studies. For example, the quantities characterizing the global structure of neutron stars, the mass-radius relation, the moment of inertia and so on, can be calculated by combining them with the dynamical equations derived from the general relativity. The cooling curve of neutron stars can be also calculated with them. Our results on these subjects will be reported elsewhere. with No=I +x 2 . In the above expressions, we take the 7[0 condensed momentum ko perpendicular to Z. To relate them to the previous forms given in Ref 
